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on human endurance. Planing and sawing timber by hand was heavy
work, and Adam Smith remarked that a London carpenter was not
supposed to last in his utmost vigour above eight years. In a pair of
sawyers, one man was always the top-sawyer; he had the harder work,
but escaped the blinding shower of sawdust that affected the eyes of the
under-sawyer. Hernia was very prevalent; so late as 1842 it was esti-
mated that a tenth part of the labouring population was suffering from
it,138 but in the eighteenth century the proportion must have been
higher; apprentices complain that they are 'bursten', owing to the
heavy work they have been made to do.
In I747139 we hear of works for making red and white lead in White-
chapel and other places round London where the work was done by
engines, horses and labourers, 'who are sure in a few years to become
paralytic by the mercurial fumes of the lead*. A plumber's business was
then carried on by working in molten lead and plumbers suffered much
from paralysis. The glaziers* business also involved the melting of lead,
and they were said to be more subject to the palsy than any other trade
except die gilders and the plumbers. A glazier's apprentice complained
in 1787 of having no proper bed, but being forced to sleep where the
lead was melted.140 Painters, of course, suffered from lead-poisoning;
in 1838 it was stated on the authority of a charity administered at
Painters' Hall, that there had been a marked improvement in the health
of painters owing to greater cleanliness.141 Lead-poisoning, however,
was receiving considerable attention from the doctors,142 and in 1792
a dispensary (the Universal Medical Institute) was founded in the
Tower Hamlets to provide cold, warm and vapour baths as well as
medical help for makers of white lead, painters, plumbers, and others
subject to the effects of lead.143
The London pewterers and letter-founders suffered from the fumes
of the metals they worked with; refiners of silver and gold became
paralytic from the use of mercury and looking-glass makers were
affected in a similar way. Workmen, Ramazzini says, speaking of Italy,
* cannot possibly avoid receiving poisonous steams at the mouth and...
quickly become asthmatic, paralytic and liable to vertigoes and their
aspect becomes cadaverous and ghostly... / He describes how copper-
smiths were affected by particles of copper which entered their lungs
and stained their hair and beards green; braziers became deaf, and

